At the WDY and WJZ Radio

Studios

EACH day the popular interest in

radiophone broadcasting becomes

more intense and widespread.

Not a little credit for the recent rapid

development of this popular interest

may be given to the Radio Corporation

of America and the Westinghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Company,

which have provided the means for

broadcasting over large areas the ra-

diophone news bulletins, concerts by

famous singers and musicians, ad-,

dresses by noted speakers, weather and

market reports, stories for children

and interpretative opera recitals.

The daily programs are of a high

order and provide a great variety of

entertainment. The following are some

of the artists and speakers that have

recently appeared at WDY and WJZ

radio studious:

ArtistsâMile. Fanny Rezzia of the

Paris Grand Opera; Premier Male

Quartet composed of Messrs. Bradley,

Cole, Bier and Brasch; Miss May

Peterson, Metropolitan Opera Co.;

Marie Sundelius, Metropolitan Opera

Co.; Joseph Meyer, Musical Director

at Pasadena Hotel, California; Sophie

Tucker, vaudeville star; Jack Neal of

George White's "Scandals"; Bennie

Davis, composer of "Margie"; Joe

Collins, saxaphone artist; Miss Berta

Reviere, contralto; Billy Hettrick,

baritone; Miss Vivienne Segal, star of

"The Blue Paradise"; Franco Pizzo,

Italian Violinist; Ignatz Friedman,

pianist; John Stell, star of "Monsieur

Beaucaire"; Mme. Lydia Lipkovska,

Imperial Opera at Petrograd; Regin-

ald Pasch, tenor from Holland; Ver-

non Dalhart, Edison Recreation tenor;

Constance Rowland, violiniste and

Miss Elizabeth Spencer, soprano for

Edison Recreations.

SpeakersâGov. Edward I. Edwards

of New Jersey; Joseph P. Tumulty,

Ex-Gov. Runyon of New Jersey;

Herschel Jones, Food Commissioner of

New York; Eddie Rickenbacker,

premier American Ace; Roger W.

Babson, business economist and statis-

tician ; Edna Ferber, short story writ-

er; Sanford Hunt, adventurer, writer

and sportsman.

Operatic Recitalsâ'Madame Butter-

fly, Faust. Cavalleria Rusticana, II

Paeliacci, Carmen, La Boheme.

SermonsâRev. Charles Lee Reyn-

olds, D.D., Park Presbyterian Church,

Newark. N. J.; Rev. M. Joseph

Broadcasting; Stations

WDYâ360 meters. Monday!, Wednesdays,

and Fridays 11 A. M. to 10 P. If.

Radio Corporation of America, at

RoseUe Park, N. J.

WJZâ380 meters. Sundays, Tuesdays,

Thursdays and Saturdays, 11 A. M.
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former. The size of windings may

be obtained by noting your core size

on the left and reading over.

each containing one thousand turns of

wire.

An electrolytic rectifier of twenty

400 V

D.C.-

WW

Figure 3âHook-up of the electrolytic rectifier

Cross

section of

core In

square Inches

1 "xH4*

H4-X114'

1 "xH4-

H4"xH4"

l%"xlH*

I%"x2 "

H4"x2 *

Number

of turns

Number In each

Turns of 4 00- volt

per turns on secondary

volt, primary pie

5.5 60S 2200

6 660 2000

4.6 496 1800

4 440 1600

2.6 285 1400

5 230 1200

2.E 276 1000

The primary is wound with size

twenty, double cotton covered copper

wire, and should be well insulated

from the core. The two secondary

pies are wound with size thirty, dou-

ble cotton covered copper wire. It is

not advisable to use anything finer

than this because the transformer will

heat up considerably when first used.

Referring to the table, if the cross

section of your transformer is three

square inches, we find that the last

line in the table applies to your case,

and your primary will have two hun-

dred and seventy-five turns; the sec-

ondary will be made up of two pies,

cells is used to rectify the alternating

current delivered by the transformer.

Test tubes can be used for the cells of

the rectifier and a concentrated solu-

tion of "Twenty Mule Team Borax"

forms the electrolyte. The electrodes

are pieces of lead wire and aluminum

aerial wire. The diagram of the hook-

up is given in figure 3.

The rectified current is pulsating,

and to smooth it out two microfarad

fixed condensers are needed. If

enough condensers are used there will

be no choke coils required. A Ford

spark coil is used as a modulation

transformer. The secondary is con-

nected in the grid circuit, and shunted
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denser and leak, and for telephony, a

microphone and microphone induct-

ance.

The grid condenser and leak have

specific values found to be suitable

for the UV-202 tubes. The grid con-

denser capacity is .0003 microfarad

and the grid resistance is 5000 ohms.

These should be fixed and not varia-

ble, as no advantage is gained by mak-

ing them variable. The antenna con-

denser should be .0003 microfarad and

fixed.

The design of the plate-antenna

transformer is one of the most im-

D.C.C. wire. The antenna coil

should be 5 inches in diameter and

have 25 turns of No. 18 D.C.C. The

entire winding in the plate coil can

be efficiently utilized. The antenna

coil, however, both for tuning pur-

poses and for adjustment to the plate

coil, should be tapped at every three

turns. The mechanical design of the

coil and the means fof coupling varia-

tion are numerous and well known to

most amateurs. However, two sug-

gestions are here offered. Figure 2

shows one design utilizing two co-

axial cylindrical coils, the inner plate

ffotor-P/oteCo/7

4}'Diameter- ?Â£T

Plofe-Antenna Co//

Ffg.2

Constructional dimensions of two types of plate antenna coll

portant elements of vacuum tube

transmitter design, and it will be found

that in most instances it is here that

sets fail. In order to design this unit

properly it is necessary to understand

its function. It is, of course, known

that the antenna coil serves to tune

the antenna to the transmitting wave,

but the antenna inductance is one coil

of the plate-antenna oscillation trans-

former. This transformer has the ex-

tremely important function of "adapt-

ing" the transmitter tube to the an-

tenna. It has been demonstrated in

numerous articles that maximum out-

put and efficiency in a vacuum tube

transmitter will be obtained when the

internal impedance of the tube equals

the impedance of the output circuit.

NTow the internal impedance of our

two UV 202 tubes (parallel) is 2000

ohms. Our antenna circuit has a re-

sistance of 8 to 15 ohms. How can

these be equalized to secure maximum

output and efficiency? By properly

designing the plate-antenna transfor-

mer, so that by varying the coupling,

the transformation ratio of the antenna

is "adapted" to the tube, and the trans-

ferred impedance of the antenna in

the plate cicruit will equal the plate

resistance of the tube.
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A Hook-Up That Simplifies Tuning

By F. C. Greenwald

IHAVE noticed beginners here-

abouts using home-made or pur-

chased apparatus embodying the

usual aerial short wave condenser, a

loose coupling arrangement between

primary and secondary, a secondary

condenser, a grid condenser, usually

adjustable, and a bridging adjustable

condenser. All these with the stan-

dard adjustable filament rheostat

make a total of five adjustments nec-

essary where tuning or attempting to

tune in when receiving. Some few are

using the Armstrong arrangement with

variometers, which appears to be a

very efficient circuit, but also entails a

multiplicity of adjustments during use.

An operator's time is in immediate de-

mand, copying messages, and the less

time necessary to spend on adjustment,

the better, all round. Also it is very

much easier to explore with one or

two adjustments, than with five, when

on the lookout for C. W. in the form

of music, voice, straight or buzzer

modulated telegraph. Few adjust-

ments are even an advantage when

tuning in the broad waves emitted by

the spark sets.

I have tried out a great number of

receiving circuits, capacity coupled, in-

ductively coupled, and conductively

coupled, combined primary and sec-

ondary, separate primary and secon-

dary with and without secondary con-

denser, tuned and untuned grid cir-

cuit, adjustable bridging condenser in

plate circuit, and variometer in the

plate circuit, and variometers in grid

and plate circuits as connected to the

vacuum tube.

I was led to believe that from a

standpoint of both simplicity and effi-

ciency a vacuum tuhe should be con-

nected to only a grid circuit and a

plate circuit, each arranged to tune to

the other and the aerial should be

connected directly to the grid or plate

circuit through a condenser, if neces-

sary, whether into the grid or plate

circuit depending entirely upon its use

as a receiving circuit or as a transmit-

ting arrangement. The diagram fig-

ure i will make this clear. I use only

one inductance coil tapped at or near

the center. I found it convenient to

use a pasteboard tube 3 inches in diam-

eter 1 ]/2 inches long on which was

wound 22 turns of No. 26 R. & S.

double covered cotton insulated wire, a

tap taken off by twisting a loop in the

wire after renewing the insulating and

then continuing to wind in the same

direction for 22 more turns, making a

total of 44 turns. The middle tap of
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THE Department of Commerce 'has re-

ceived so many complaints from owners

of receiving sets regarding the great amount

of broadcasting of music, speech, unofficial

news items, and other matter being done by

amateur stations which interfere with the

reception of the programs of the regular

commercial broadcasting stations.

As a result of these complaints the De-

partment of Commerce made an extensive

investigation and the result is that it has

been decided to amend the radio laws and

regulations of the United States governing

amateur radio station operation by the ad-

dition of the following which will hereafter

be incorporated in all amateur station li-

"This station is not licensed to broadcast

weather reports, market reports, music, con-

certs, speeches, news, or similar informa-

fon or entertainments."

As above stated, this ruling applies to all

general and restricted amateur radio sta-

tions.

The order prohibhlng the broadcasting

of general and restricted .amateur radio

stations in the United States, was signed by

C H. Huston assistant secretary of Com-

merce and becomes effective at once.

AA

THE Cedar Rapids Radio Club of Iowa

was organized December 6 at Coe Col-

lege, for the purpose of regulating traffic

and promote fellowship among the amateurs

in this locality. An invitation is extended

to those interested in radio to attend the

meetings of the club which are held on the

first and third Tuesdays of every month at

â¢he Chamber of Commerce building. The

officers are president, M. Jenning; vice-

president, Charles Boegel; secretary, Lester

MacMellon; treasurer, George Keppel.

AA

THE call letters of Burton P. Williams'

station, 3220 Orlean street, Pittsburgh,

Pa., have been changed from 8ZD to 8ZAE.

AA

THE second annual amateur radio con-

vention-exhibition of the Executive Ra-

dio Council, Second District, will be held

at the Pennsylvania Hotel, New York on

March 7-11, 1922.

The glass-enclosed roof garden of the

hotel will be the exhibit hall, and the ad-

joining Butterfly Room the lecture hall,
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CITHER the attempts of certain com-

mercial interests to advance the sci-

ence of radio by broadcasting concerts, lec-

tures and other matters through the ether

must suffer interminably or else amateur

-operators may face cancellation of their li-

censes to have sending stations unless in-

terference in wireless telephone traffic is

soon stopped, according to Walter Butter-

worth, Government radio inspector for the

First District, who addressed the Radio

Council of Southern New England at its

meeting and dinner in the Providence

Plantations Gub.

Mr. Butterworth outlined the problem

which now seems to present an obstacle to

the conducting of further experiments

tending to increase the value of radio. He

explained that the United States and Cana-

dian Governments are the only ones in

the world which allow other than profes-

sional operators to send messages, and in

view of this fact had specified that wave-

lengths of no more than 200 meters should

be used by amateurs.

Commercial enterprises are now send-

ing abroad between the hours of 8 and 10

every evening weather reports, musicales,

addresses and other things calculated to

excite a greater interest in the possibilities

and the actualities of the wireless tele-

phone. The project has been handicapped,

however, by amateur telegraphers, who have

not tuned their instruments within the limit

set by the Government, and interfere with

the telephone waves.

Receiving stations, whether telegraph or

telephone, do not require licenses, but per-

mits must be obtained by sending stations.

Mr. Butterworth urged his hearers not

only to tune their instruments properly, but

when possible to refrain from sending

messages during the telephone broadcast-

ing period, betwen 8 and 10 o'clock at

night, in order to reduce the danger of

-cancellation of licenses. The speaker re-

pealed that there are now 3,000 licensed

radio transmitting stations in New Eng-

land, which is three times as many as ex-

isted before the war.

For the benefit of the science as a whole,

"Mr. Butterworth besought his hearers to

co-operate to the best of their ability with

the Government in its efforts to regulate

wireless activities, that all branches may

be allowed a maximum opportunity for

beneficial development.

The Radio Council of Southern New

England was formed last spring and so far

has held three meetings, all of which have

been well attended by amateurs and stu-

dents of radio from Rhode Island and

Massachusetts. The purpose of the group

is to stimulate interest in the topic in this

section of the country and to work to the

advantage of the art from a non-commer-

cial standpoint. Another aim is to bring

Stations Worked and Heard

Stations worked should be enclosed in brackets. All monthly lists of distant stations

Â©worked and heard which are received by the 10th of each month will be published in the /Cft\

next month's issue. For example, lists received by November 10th will be published

in the December issue. Spark and C. W. stations should be arranged in separate groups.

JOM, F. B. OSTMAN, 180 Broad St., Bldce-

wÂ«od, N. J. (November and December).

Sparlc-IACK, (1ADC), (1ADL),

(1AEV), (1AHF), 1AIT, (1AKG),

(1AMD), (1APO), IARY, (1ASF), 1ASW,

1ASZ, (1AW), 1AWM, 1AWO, (1A/K),

(1BDC), 1BDI, (1BDT), (1BDV),

(1B1R), IBIS, 1BJN, 1BLE, 1BMR,

(1BQ), 18QA, 1BQL, 1BRQ, (1BVB),

1BWZ, (1BYG), 1CAK, 1CEO, 1CHJ,

1CK, (1CM), (ICO). 1COK, (1DY),

(1DZ), (1FU), (1GM), 1HK, (1IA),

IMA, (10E;, (10J), (1RV), (1SN),

1UA, 1XB, 1YB, 1YD, 1ZE, (2PV),

(2XQ), (2AWF), Canadians, (3BP),

(3E1), (3FQ), (3GE), (3JL), (3LI),

(3QJ), (3AC), 3ACE, 3AFB. (3AHF),

(3AHK), 3AIC, 3AIS, 3AJD, 3ALI,

(3ALN), 3AOZ, (3ARM), (2ARN),

3ATZ. 3AUN, 3AUW, 3BFU, 3BGT, 3BJ,

(3CG), 3CK, (3CN), 3DM, 3FB, 3GX,

(3HG), (3HJ), (3IW), 3KM, (3LP),

(3LY), 3NB, 3NH, (30U), 3QF, (3RVV,,

3TH, 3TJ, 3TT, 3UC, 3US, 3VW, 3XF,

(3XM), 3YO. (3ZA), (3ZF), 3ZO. 4AL,

4AS.4BQ. (4BX), (4CX), (4DH). (4DQ),

(4EA), (4EY), 4FD, 4GN, (4XC), 5DA,

5F.A, 5ER, SFJ. (5FV), 5HK. 5JD, 5XF,

5XU, 5ZL, 7XD. 7ZU. (8AAE), 8AAG,

8AAV, 8ACF, (8ADE), 8AFB, 8AFD,

(8AFG), 8AFS, (8AGB). 8AGF, 8AGK,

8AGT. 8AHE, 8AHF, 8AHH, 8AHS.8AIB,

(8AIG), 8AIZ, (8AJO). (8AJT). 8AJV,

(8AJW), 8AKQ, (SALT), (8AMB),

8AMK. (8AMZ). (8ANO), (8AOT),

(8A0T), 8AOU. 8APB, (8AQV), 8AQZ,

(8ARD). (8ARG), (8ARS), 8ATU,

8AUE, 8AUR, 8AVI, 8AVO, 8.AVT,

8AWR, (8AXN), 8AYN, (8AYS), 8BAH,

8BAI. 8BBY. (8BCO), 8BDB, 8BDL,

(8BDY), 8BF.N, 8BFP, (8BFH), (8BFV),

8BHA, 8BHV. 8BPB, (8BRL), 8BSY,

8BUA, (8BUN). (8BVA). (8BXC),

(8CAY), 8CF, 8CG. 8CI, (8CP), 8CX,

8DE, 8DY. 8DZ. (8EA), (8EB), 8EF,

8EV, (SEW), 8FI, (8FT), 8GW, 8HG,

8HY, 8HU, (8IN), 8JJ. (8JP), (8JQ),

(8JU), 8KE, 8KI08LH). 8LQ. (8MJ),

(8MZ). 8NO. 80I(8Qj;8PM. 8PQ, (8PT),

80C, 8RB. (8RQ).T8RU). (8SPV (8TJ),

8TK. 8TT, 8TY. 8UC. 8UD. (SUP). 8VL,

8V0. 8UR. 8VW. 8WA. (8WE). (8WO),

8WZ, (8XE), 8XU. 8YAA, 8YM, 8YN,

8YU, (SZAO, 8ZG, 8ZO. (8ZN). 8ZR,

8ZY, (9AAW), 9ACB. (9ACY). 9.ACZ,

9AEK. 9AEY. 9AF. 9AFF, 9AFK.(9AGH),

9AGR, 9AIP. (9AIR), 9ATU, 9AKR,

9AMA, 9AMK. 9AOE, 9AOJ, 9APK,

9AQE 9AOM. 9AQV. 9ARG. 9ARZ. 9AS,

(9AST), 9ASK, 9ASU, (9AU), 9AWX,

9AWZ, 9AXU. 9AZA, (9AZE), 9RDE,

(9CP). 9DRW. 9DEH, (9DLX), 9nMJ,

9D0I. 9DPH, 9DOY. (9DWP). 9DXM,

9DYU. 9DZI. 9ET, 9GO. 9GX. 9HM, 9HR,

II. 9JN, (9ME). 9MC, (90X), 9PD,
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9CP, 9DZ, 9ET, (9FU), 9GN, 9HT, 9HM,

(9JN), 9K0, 9MC (90A), (90X), 9PS,

(9PD), 9RC, 9RY, 9TL, (9UG). (9UH),

(9UI), 9UU, (9VL), 9WU, (9X1), 9ZN,

9ACB, 9AFC, 9AGR, 9AIF, 9AIK, 9AIR,

(9ALH), 9AMA. 9AMQ, (9AN0). 9ANP,

9A0N, 9APA. 9ARG, (9ARZ), (9ASE),

(9ASJ), (9ASK), 9ATN. 9AWX, 9AXU,

(9AZF), (9AZF), 9BDS, 9BTT, 9DRU,

(9DKQ), 9DQQ, 9DNJ. 9DNC, 9DYU,

9DYY, 9DZE. (9DZI), 9DWP.

8ZAE (ex-8ZI>>. 'Plttlbnrrfa, Pennsylvania,

(Drrembrr and January).

C.W.â(1AFV).(1AJP),1AN0.(1ARY),

1BCG. 1BDC, 1BKQ. 1BMY, 1BDI,

(1BWJ), 1AZVV. 1BSD, 1BEA, 1CAK,

1DY, IFF. 1UN, IRQ. (IRS), ITS,

(1RZ), 2AAB 2AID, (2AWF). 2ATW,

2AYQ. 2BIS. (2BFZ), 2BC. 2BRB. 2BEB,

2BB. 2CBG. 2AYI. 2AVX, 2DN, 2EL, 2FP

2NZ, 20M. (2MW), 2PF. 2KP, 2WP. 2XB,

2XQ, 3AFB, 3ARM, 3AFU, 3AHK, 3ANJ,

3AEV, 3BZ, 3BFU, 3CC, (3CG), 3GE,

3HG, 3HJ, (3M0), (3SM), 3ZY, 3Z0, 3ZZ,

4BQ. 4BY, 4BK, (4EL), 4EN, 4CY, 4DC,

(4EH), 4FF, 4H0, 4GL, 4GH, 4HW, 411,

4ID. 4ZE. 4ZF, SFV, SLA, (SUU), SZA,

8ADR, 8AIL, 8AIZ, (8AQV), 8AMQ,

(8ARW). (8AWY), 8AWF. 8AKI, 8AGI,

8AGL, 8BFH. (8BFX), (8BRC), (8BXA),

(8BNY), 8BVT, 8BLT, 8AWP. 8BEF,

8BZ0, 8B0X, 8BBK. 8BRT, 8IQ, (8IV),

811, 8IH, 8JS. 8JL. 8KH, 8LV, 8NI, 8SP,

8UJ, (8UK). 8VK, 8VL, 8SE, 8UQ,

(8YAC), (8ZG), 9AAS. 9AJA. 9AAV,

(9AJH). 9AKB, (9AKR), 9AXK. 9AYS,

9AJP, 9BN0. 9BBF, 9DV, 9DWJ, 9GL,

9HW, 911. 9XM, 9ZB, NSF, NZO, NOF,

NMW, (DF-1), CF-2, CL-2, KDPM, WJZ,

WDY, KYW.

Sparkâ1 AW, 1AYL, 1BRW, 1HO,

1BOQ, ISC, 2AAC. 2AAX. 2AJW, 2AR,

2EL, 20M, 2FP, 2QR. 2NZ, 3ALN, 3BP,

3GO, 3HJ, 3KG, 3LI, 3EI, 3GN, 3QW, 3PU,

Hello Everybody!

(This Is Radio KZC Speaking)

THE LATEST SELECTION IS

9f

MAIL ORDER BLUES

Have you ever heard it? No! Well, then you must be one

of the many satisfied customers who have tried

Wesrad Service

Send For Our

LATEST PRICE DICTIONARY

It is indispensable to the careful purchaser

The Fifth Edition has 3,000 Circulation

Are you one of the wide-awake men who use this Bulletin and service

exclusively.

WESTERN RADIO ELECTRIC CO.

550 South Flower

Los Angeles, Cal.

274 Twelfth Street

Oakland, CaL

30U, 3XC, 3XL, 3XM, 3YK, 4BQ, 4BX,

4CX, 4EA, 4GN, 411, 5DA, SFJ, SFV,

SHK, 5PY, SXA, 5XF, 5ZL, SZZ, 8AFG,

8AYN, 8AXK, 8BEP, 8BXK, 8CEB, 8CH,
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(Continued from page 27)

WJZ Notes

HP HE Radio Chapel Service seems to

*â¢ be very popular with radio fans

and their immediate friends. Innumer-

able letters have come to our attention

in which the owner of the receiving set

has had as many as twenty friends lis-

tening to this extremely novel method

of observing the Sabbath. One com-

rrendable instance of appreciation for

this home delivered service was a con-

tribution sent by E. D. Every of Ro-

selle Park, N. J., who, after hearing

the sermon delivered, forwarded to the

preacher a collection taken up by him

at the conclusion of the services on

Sunday night, feeling, as he stated,

that this was the only lacking element

in the otherwise complete service.

To unfortunate people who through

some affliction are miDble to go about

the radiophont means immeasurable

pleasure. One man, acknowledging

the Sunday service sent out by WJZ,

states that he suffers from paralysis

and is unable to leave his bed, but by

the aid of the phone by his side en-

joyed to the fullest extent the first ser-

mon he has heard in years.

At the 23d Regiment Armory, Bed-

ford and Atlantic avenues, Brooklyn,

where the Brooklyn Manufacturers'

Industrial Exposition was held, large

audiences were entertained with the

WDY and WJZ radio programs. A

new amplifier was tried out in one of

the squad rooms and afforded enter-

tainment for every one within ear-shot

of the place.

Paul F. Godley at WDY

pAUL F. GODLEY greeted his fel-

low amateurs by informing them

that he was particularly pleased to be

able to speak to his many friends from

the very room where he spent many

happy moments a few years ago while

employed at the then Marconi Plant,

now being used by WDY.

A list of stations heard was then

given, it being pointed out that, while

27 stations in all were heard, only 7

were spark stations while 20 of the

stations used continuous wave, the lat-

estand most efficient method of trans-

mission. Some of these stations using

such small power inputs as 30 watts.

A plea was made by Mr. Godley for

the abandonment of spark methods by

amateur relay men, and in particular

the abandonment of the spark coil

which is, as generally used, obnoxious

to all interests and a great cause of

present day interference.

It is an interesting fact that Mr. J.

O. Smith, Chairman of the 2nd Dis-

trict Executive Radio Council, who in-

troduced Mr. Godley to his Radio

